“Aber Herr Prof. Dr.! ” Computer scientists and Big tech funding : a database of modern lackeys. by Camille Akmut
“Aber Herr Prof. Dr.!” Computer scientists and




Computer scientists and their sources of funding : Google, Facebook,
Amazon, Microsoft, Uber et al..
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Period : early 21st century.
Not all people here are necessarily computer scientists : they are however
likely to be working in areas or fields connex to computer science (e.g. biology,
psychology, the latter found under various labels e.g. ”neuroscience” also, etc.).
—
E.g. Jack Gallant of Berkeley, who works in the dubious area of ”neu-
roscience” and is the owner (he or his partner) of anywhere from 10,000$ to
100,000$ in Facebook investments... (Herr Prof. Gallant! ) The same Institute
where Aleksandr Kogan obtained his B.A., in that very same – and little sane
– discipline of psychology...
His topic of research?
”Decoding imagined speech from brain activity”. With zealous and most
adroit researchers like that, in this century still people may soon find that their
thoughts, including those they do not express, are not theirs anymore.
—
A lot of them seem like small fry – ”average intellectuals”, but some names
are recognized immediately : Richard Karp (Turing Award), Pieter Abbeel
(guru of AI...), John Denero (computer science pedagogue!1), etc..
—
In filling out his form, Abbeel first crossed ”no” under investments in Google,
then thought again, and discovered himself to be the owner of 100,000 to 1
million dollars in investments in that company (or their spouse)...
—
Funding from (disreputable) companies seem easier and more common at
so-called ”Institutes of Technology” (which by their nature do not provide a
full education, merely one in select few sciences - with consistent exclusion of
the more critical humanities and social sciences, and if taught there only in a
watered-down form).
—
Google.org is not the same as google.com. More philantropy... Focused,
this time, on ”accelerating social good with artificial intelligence”!
—
The database was mostly limited to public universities, hence the absence
of private ones, which may not be subject to the same requirements (MIT, for
instance, is completely absent, but Stanford is there).
—
There are extreme recidivists : like Shute, whose arm is so long it reaches in
the pockets of all of Google, Amazon and Apple in addition to dozen of other
companies (including VISA). They, in turn, had bought his brain and mind.
Shute... Chute.
1Received 50,000$ from, Amazon and an Echo as a bonus. The cherry on top, so to speak.
(Our advice to him : both gifts were Maussian in nature...)
Ayanna Howard (who works in Robotics) had her arms in the pockets of
Google and Apple (through their subsidiary Audible). As for herself, Maninder
Kahlon (neuroscience, again) liked the trio of Google, Amazon and Apple better.
—
Finally :
A James Carville of Louisiana State (the Carville of the Democratic Party,
Hillary Clinton?) was found here doing ”paid consulting” for Palantir; paid for
”services rendered”...
—
”I fear the Greeks, even those bearing gifts...” – had these half-minds read
more than manuals, they would recognize these lines instantly. And, they would
have known better than to meddle with these dangerous, Trojan-like ”gifts”.
(They are the horses...)
Of his father, James Baldwin wrote in The Fire Next Time (the letter to his
nephew, in particular) : ”defeated long before his death”.
They never even tried...





Source
https://projects.propublica.org/dollars-for-profs/
